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Trinity Offers HUD Title 1 - Completion Inspection Report
DALLAS, Texas, (October 7, 2014) – Trinity Inspection Services®, a national new construction
and renovation property inspection company, announced today the nationwide availability of
Completion Inspection Reports for HUD Title 1 loans. The report delivers an interior and
exterior report and photos within two days and provides confirmation for HUD approved lenders
that renovations for Title 1 loans have been completed.

Title 1 loans provide an avenue for homeowners to obtain a renovation fixed-rate loan under
$25,000 with a possible extended payoff timeframe of up to 20 years. It may be used for
permanent property improvements and improvements to basic livability or utility of the property.
It is intended for "light or moderate" repairs/rehab.

"Title 1 loans are seeing a resurgence for selected homeowners who desire to renovate their
homes with a few minor upgrades or repairs,” said Brad Meyer, President. “Trinity’s Title 1
service was developed from customer requirements for fast turn around, current photos and
renovation completion.”

About Trinity Inspection Services:
Trinity Inspection Services LLC, located in Dallas, Texas, is one of the Trinity Real Estate
Solutions, Inc. family of companies serving the residential and commercial construction lending
and specialty inspection industries. Trinity provides online and mobile technology and expert
analysis to provide high quality ordering, reporting, tracking and delivery of services. Trinity
Inspection Services provides Completion Inspection Reports, Draw Inspections, Clear Lot
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Inspections, Budget Reviews, Project Costing, Estimate to Complete, Property Surveys and
Renovation Feasibility Assessments in all 50 states. For more information about Trinity’s
services, please e-mail info@trinityonline.com or call 972-865-0262.
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